The performance of a speech recognition system is often degraded due to the mismatch between the environments of development and application. One of the major sources that give rises to this mismatch is additive noise. The approaches for handling the problem of additive noise can be divided into three classes: speech enhancement, robust speech feature extraction, and compensation of speech models. In this thesis, we are focused on the second class, robust speech feature extraction.
primarily investigates the effectiveness of various features for the VAD. These features include low-frequency spectral magnitude (LFSM), full-band spectral magnitude (FBSM), cumulative quantized spectrum (CQS) and high-pass log-energy (HPLE). The resulting VAD offers the noise information to two noise-robustness techniques, spectral subtraction (SS) and silence log-energy normalization (SLEN), in order to reduce the influence of additive noise in speech recognition.
The recognition experiments are conducted on Aurora-2 database. Experimental results show that the proposed VAD is capable of providing accurate noise information, with which the following processes, SS and SLEN, significantly improve the speech recognition performance in various noise-corrupted environments. As a result, we confirm that an appropriate selection of features for VAD implicitly improves the noise robustness of a speech recognition system. 
